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Eden

Anonymous

32             

Although I never knew
The depths of  your soul
Or felt the wind of  your laugh,

I smile with content
Knowing the garden you nurtured
Now has a living river.

Those who loved you most
Finished your legacy with their most
Cherished tears,
Whether they be of  joy or sorrow.

Rest easy,
Knowing that you are with God
And feed his lambs. 

Waters of  Life // Ali Carlson
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Self  Made: A found poem with “Grand-daughters” by Joy Harjo

Kyla Hill

I weaved violet, many vines, a dreamer’s blush, 
their resplendent fog
when hung, a lighthouse in bittercrisp July. 
I steered a heart of  nightingales from sun-
burnt sands 
jaded from bathing in the stars and 
heavily undone
by their threads. I filled myself  of  lavender drawn
memories in caves not meant for me. 
At dawn, while shadows drowned,
I carved my personhood.

Vindictive Violet// Scout Aulenbach
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Chamomile

Annabelle Norton

He placed his lips on hers, 
she tasted like the 
sweet stickiness of  sleep. 
The kiss deepened, and it filled 
his mouth like a swallow 
of  chamomile tea with honey. 
His tongue slid down to her throat, 
drinking her in. 
They laid in bed like a headache 
in the head of  a hangover. 
He could feel the heaviness 
of  her bones, her body falling 
into his as he held her. 
His arm was around her 
shoulder, the other gently 
on her hip. He wanted to hold her 
face in both of  his hands and 
tip her lips to his like a 
teacup to the mouth.  

Shadows // Camille Schmied An Angel at Kew // Emily Saunders
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I held a peach pit in the palm of  my hand
rough on the edges, soft in the center
it had started to rot
smelled like dirt and
fungi tucked under my chin
but still, I held the peach pit close as
I laid cuddled in a hammock
swaying back and forth
 
I listened to the wind
race past weeping willows
alive with tears of  green
bright, jaded fern plants and
giggling water littles
sounded like children
running back and forth
 
I flipped onto my other side
my partner moved with me
sliding his arm under my neck
weaving his fingers in mine
the peach pit, I clutched close to my chest
didn’t matter to him
running my fingers over its shriveled corpse
back and forth
 
In that moment of  quiet
hushed breathing, the sway of  the hammock
my hair is caught under his shoulder
he leans in to plant a kiss on my neck
that fixes the problem
we go back to breathing
back and forth.
 
At that moment, I knew a tree would never grow here.
But what a wonderful place to die.

Another tattered soul departed the world this morning,
Fleeing its mortal coil in tandem with the moon
And drifting into an ever after.
I cannot say if  it is a better one.

The dawn’s apricot and tangerine hues
Are marred by the scarlet apple,
Swelling as the blood flows
To paint it in stark contrast to the rising sun.
Fruits of  labor, juicy and full,
Suddenly sour as the air itself  decays.
This is death.
This is what awaits.

In the aftermath, I glance at you,
One which is subtle and minute,
Yet you catch and hold it all the same.
You tell me of  your future nights, 
Occupied by work and physical toils,
And you express your exhaustion,
Although I can see it in your irises,
The shadows under your eyes,
Your ruffled hair and popping joints as you walk.

Does only rotten fruit await you?
Is that all that awaits us?
This pen cannot stave off  the scythe,
Not forever,
And my heart feels rough, sharp,
As it shatters at the thought of  losing you.
Am I doomed to break,
To crumble under the weight of  my lemon-scented shame
And pure, shining, grape-flavored guilt?
Are we doomed to fall apart,
To suffocate and drift toward that place
Which draws souls like moths to flame?
I cannot help but feel like that flame sometimes,
Something which attracts loss and despair
In levels of  black and blue which I cannot control.
One day, I will burn you
And leave you discolored,
An unripe berry falling from the branch.
This truth, at least, blasts its heat through my bones.

Or will you be the one to burn me?
I tend to get caught up in my own fire
And forget about your own brilliant light,
Despite its purity and sweetness.
I long for your hand in my hair,
Your head in my lap,
Any part of  your touch which can heal
My cracked and crushed harvest. 
But I force myself  to reject it, to deny myself  of  feeling,
And so I crush these fruits even further.
Perhaps that will be what sinks my heart further
Into the violet and the indigo.

I do not deserve to feel this hollowness in my chest.
Death has never been about me,
Not when it was a relative in the casket,
And not when the letters and music are all that remain
Of  that tattered soul which escaped 
The earth’s multitude of  agonies.
But I still cannot absolve this departure
With the one resting on the horizon,
Rising as the apricot and tangerines mingle
Into pale blueberries.

And that which was soured now smells faintly of  impending 
rain,
Well-prepared to leave mold and rot in its wake.
For that, I will leave a “Rest in Piece” for the fallen
And pray that the storm passes us by.

Rocks and Seeds

Grace Giska

Fruits and Flames

Zachary Pishcock
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The Three Sisters // Brooks Keehly

I remember the smiley face tattoos on your feet.
Highlighter yellow that didn’t seem to match your personality,
and how I complimented them because I longed for your approval.
While you praised girls who leaped high and wore Sillybandz on their wrists.

I have always had flat feet.
That tracked sand into the studio because I played in the sandbox after school,
but once a week I wore pointe shoes.

I loved dancing pirouette’s even when I got dizzy staring at posters.
When you picked me, you held a string above my head and told me to grow with my toes.
I tried, but I don’t think I was ever high enough for you.

I danced for you and gave it my all, 
even though I became more and more aware of  the weight I was carrying. 
Weight of  sand, and people-pleasing
dancing around a mirrorball shattered on the floor.

Traded dancing in the studio to dancing pirouettes on my kitchen floor
and occasionally will spin the plastic mirrorball on my five-year trophy.

The Mirrorball
Parker Luellen
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 “How are we going to get to the caribou from all the way up here?” I ask. 
 “We’re not going to shoot them today. We’re going to watch them and see where the herd is headed.” Dad pulls 
out a pair of  binoculars and looks through them. Through the gray of  his beard, his lips purse, and he hands the binocu-
lars to me. “Look closely, Son. See the antlered ones? Those are the stags. It’s their job to protect the herd from wolves. Or 
men.” 

 I look closely, twist the knob to focus, and I see them graze. The sun turns the prairie grass into a golden sea, 
disturbed only by the river running through it. The caribou move slowly along the waves. They look so peaceful, I almost 
forget why we’re here—to kill them.
 My blood runs cold. 
 Something else is out there, emerging from the forest. I refocus the binoculars. A person, a woman, walks across 
the grass, smiling in the late summer sun.
 “Mom?” I whisper.

 The binoculars fall out of  my hands. I barely feel Dad’s grip on my shoulder. Everything becomes a blur through 
tears and terror. I come back with my dad pinning me down. I’m screaming, “Mom is dead.”
 It was a reality that took so long for me to accept. But I just saw her. I know I just saw her.
 Dad says nothing. His eyes darken, he grabs me, and he pulls me down into the forest.

 For the rest of  the day he’s silent—just packs camp and prepares to move on. In unspoken accordance, I follow 
suit. He at least waits for me. The trail splits, and we descend. No vista ever greets us, only rows upon rows of  tree trunks 
and dense foliage. My eyes don’t leave his back. As we go deeper into the park, farther from the truck, I start to wonder 
why we’re really here.
 “Why were you screaming?” he finally asks. 
 I don’t know what to say, so I don’t say anything. 
 “Answer me.” 
 “I don’t know.” 
 “Yes, you do.” 
 I hesitate for a second, and the second becomes a minute. 
 “Answer me,” he says again. 
 “I saw… I thought I saw Mom.” 
 He doesn’t say anything until we reach the border of  the forest and the prairie. “Must have been her ghost.”

 I begin to set up the tent. “I guess so.”
 I don’t expect him to say any more, but he does. “Do you miss her?”
 I take a few deep breaths and try to keep my voice from trembling. “Every day.” 
 The sun disappears behind the mountains, and my father starts the fire. “I do too.” 

 I always thought of  Mom as fragile, like an ice sculpture. In the summer, she was happy—smiling, laughing, doing 
household chores and taking me on walks through the rainforest. In the winter, something in her always changed. Maybe 
it was the perpetual night. Maybe it was Dad’s stoic indifference to her suffering. Maybe it was me. Last winter, I told her 
something I think I shouldn’t have.
 At school, I had a group of  friends who, in the span of  a month, all had girlfriends. I didn’t understand why they 
were suddenly so obsessed with dating. That was the first time I noticed something was different about me. In another 
month, I caught myself  looking at those friends as we changed in the locker room. Was I…?
 The image of  Matthew Shephard’s bloodied face flashed through my head and sent a cold shock through my body.
 It wasn’t like I had chosen to feel this way. I just did. Still, nights would pass where all I did was lay in bed praying 
for God to change me. It was a corrosive, sinking feeling. I had to tell someone, and Mom was always there for me. I knew 
there was nothing I could tell her she wouldn’t hold against me. Despite the hollowing sadness in her icy blue eyes, she never 
stopped loving me. But when I told her what I told her, she said nothing. She just walked out of  the room and didn’t speak 
to me for a week. I shouldn’t have told her—not in the grips of  winter, because the pain it caused her outweighed the pain 
of  dying.
 I was the one who found her. She was in the outhouse. Her skin was white as the snow that choked the landscape.

 “Isaac, wake up.”

 I follow him out of  the camp, still ascending. The trail weaves back and forth, and the pines grow thinner and 
thinner, until soon, we’re looking out across a sprawling valley. The sun peeks over the jagged snowy mountains in the 
distance, and tiny dots litter the rust-colored prairie beneath us. The caribou are grazing.

 “Let’s go.”

 I rub the crust from my eyes to see Dad getting dressed. When I step outside, the sky is the same sunburnt blue as 
it was when I fell asleep. The charred remains of  the fire let off  a narrow trail of  smoke. It hypnotizes me until a rifle falls 
into my hands.

 One winter, Dad bought a new television. It was meant to be a gift for Mom, 
but he ended up using it more than her. After he’d come back from logging, he would put on the news and watch it for 
hours. Sometimes I would sit with him and try to understand what was going on. I thought it would make me seem more 
like an adult—more like a man to him. I vaguely remembered seeing the headlines about a boy named Matthew Shepard. 
At the time, all I knew about being gay was that it was a sin. Mom had to explain what “lynching” meant, and she didn’t 
give me a clear answer. I wanted to know more, so I asked Dad, “Why did they kill him?” 
 “Because he made a choice, and that choice had consequences.” He didn’t say anything else.

 I know not to say anything. We traipse on, ascending gradually. The dense foliage blocks the sunlight until the 
forest around us creates the imitation of  night. It’s here we set up camp. I put up the tents and Dad builds a fire. We eat a 
brief  meal and go to bed early. The sun doesn’t set, and it won’t set until much later. Dad says we’re getting up early. The 
hunt begins tomorrow.

 “Isaac.” 
 My heart lurches and my eyes snap forward. “Yes sir?” 
 “What do you plan on doing with your life?” 
 “I don’t know. I think I want to be a teacher.” 
 “A teacher?” 
 “Yeah. Follow in Mom’s—” 
 “That won’t suit you.” 

 I take one last glance at the pickup truck. The sunlight glints in the windshield, half  obscured by shadows 
stretched across the gravel lot. I wonder how we’re going to get a caribou all the way back.

 After a while, we pass the gates of  the hunting club. When we finally arrive at our trailhead, we get out and 
unload. The lukewarm air has the faintest chill of  early fall. It makes my nape hairs stand on end, even as I struggle with 
supplies Dad hands me from the truck bed. Once we’re set, we lock the truck and hike into the forest of  golden aspens. 
I soak in the scenery and try to ignore the weight of  my backpack. We brought a week’s worth of  provisions. I just hope 
that’s not how long he plans on staying here.

 He said it not expecting a response. Dad has a calm slow way of  speaking that makes whatever he says irrefutable. 
Saying no to him may as well be saying no to God himself. It was comforting when I was little—in the winters where the 
sun barely showed itself, when the nights closed in on all corners, and his commanding voice was all that held my world 
together. Now, it scares me. In my gut, I know something isn’t right.

 “We’ll be hunting caribou,” he said. “Figured it’s time I taught you what it means to be a man.”

 Dad doesn’t speak during the three-and-a-half-hour drive from our cottage to the hunting club. He never looks at 
me either—just looks straight ahead at the gray dirt road guarded by a dense wall of  pines. Now and then, I look in the 
rearview mirror and watch dust swirl from behind the pickup truck. Our rifles clank against each other in the backseat. He 
had gotten me one a week before the trip, unannounced. I had turned fourteen a month earlier, and he got me nothing.

Sunlight

Jacob Pritchett
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 She kisses my forehead.
 I love you.  

 I wake up to the sound of  footsteps outside the tent. Dad is still asleep, snoring gently under his sleeping bag. Careful 
not to disturb him, I unzip the tent and look outside. All is still and silent. I look around the camp and stop when something 
on the ground catches my attention. In the damp soil, fresh human footprints lead off  into the prairie. A rush of  emotion 
washes away my fatigue. I grab my rifle before I go out into the field.
 “Where are you going?” 
 I whip around to face Dad. He watches me from the tent. “Someone was just here.” 
 His eyes study my face and trail down to the dirt. “Was it Mom?” 
 Silence falls over us like a crushing weight. I stare at him, my lips parted, my trembling hands clasping the gun. I 
realize I could kill him now. In this moment, for the first time, I have the power and he is powerless. I point the barrel at him. 
“What did you say?”
 His expression doesn’t change. “Is that who you saw?” 
 “I didn’t see them.” 
 “You saw her yesterday though. And the day before, through the binoculars.” When he leaves the tent, he has his 
rifle with him. “Put the gun down.” 
 His dark eyes cut into me, and I have no choice. My rifle hits the dirt. “You… you saw her too?” 
 Dad walks closer, his gun aimed at me. “Why do you think Mom died, Isaac?”   
 “I— I don’t know.” 
 “Do you think it had something to do with you?” 
 I try so hard not to tremble that I forget to respond.  
 “Do you blame yourself ?” 
 “Y—yes.” 
 His cold gaze finally softens. “Well, it’s not your fault. It’s mine.” For the first time I can remember, he cries. He 
didn’t when Mom died, but now, in the morning light, glistening tears forge trails down his cheeks. “I wasn’t strong enough 
for you or your mother. I should have been there for you and for her. It made both of  you weak. I didn’t raise you to be 
strong, so you fell into sin. I wasn’t strong for my wife—your mother—and her sins, your sins, killed her. I’ve—I’ve failed 
you.”

 Even with the barrel of  his rifle aimed at my chest, I couldn’t control the rush of  fury that came over me. “Is that 
what this is about? Is that why you hate me now? You didn’t fail me by raising me weak. You failed me because you couldn’t 
love me for who I am.” Tears stain my cheeks as well.
 His eyes harden and his lips curl into a scowl. “I should have been there for you, but you made your choices, and 
your choices have consequences.”
 “When did I have a choice in anything? I didn’t want to come here—you made me! I didn’t want Mom to die, but 
she did! I didn’t choose to be— to be—” 
 “To be what? Tell me like you told her!” His voice thunders. 
 But I can’t. I just turn around and run into the prairie, following the footsteps. Dad’s thunderous roar becomes a 
distant wail. Soon, all I hear is the wind. All I feel is the wind and the damp grass that catches on my boots. I look ahead and 
wonder where I would be if  I didn’t tell her. If  Mom never knew, would she be…
 A gunshot echoes through the crisp air. Another thundering roar—a stampede—begins, but I never see the caribou. 
All I see is the woman in the distance, standing in the middle of  the prairie, arms outstretched. She smiles, her icy blue eyes 
glinting in the sun. Mom smiles at me, and I’m blinded by my own tears. I hear her scream to me, “It’s not your fault! It’s 
not—”
 Another gunshot cuts through the rumble. Something zips past me—a bullet. I keep running. I keep my eyes on 
Mom, though all see is a golden blur of  light. I know she is smiling, reaching out for me, drifting backwards like the promise 
of  forgiveness. I keep running. I—

 So, I did. I loved her. 
 “Isaac,” she said after a period of  prolonged silence. 
 “Yes, Momma?” 
 “You mean so much to me. You mean everything. Your dad loves you too. He doesn’t show it because he feels like 
he doesn’t have to, but he loves you just as much as I do.”  
 “I’m scared of  him.” 
 “Don’t be silly. He loves you. I love you.” 
 “You love me no matter what?” 
 “No matter what. Even if  it doesn’t always seem like it, I do.” 
 I watched at the fire crackle in front of  us. “Why are you sad, Momma?” 
 “Because in the winter, the sun goes away.” 
 “It’s not because of  me?” 
 “No, sweetie. It’s not your fault. It’s never been your fault. You’re my son and I love you.” 

 I remember sitting with her one night, waiting for Dad to come home. This was long before I even knew I was differ-
ent. I was just a kid with his family, waiting out another bitter winter. We sat by the fire and she held onto me. I didn’t want 
her to, but she kept insisting, “Please sweetie, stay with me.”

 We spend the evening eating caribou and watching the fire, but the prairie never leaves my mind.

 It’s late at this point, but the sun hasn’t set. The bucket is heavy, and the grass is thick, so my trip to the river is a 
long and difficult process. The whole time, I’m looking for Mom. I know I saw her. She’s out here somewhere. As I dump 
the bucket into the river, I can’t help but wonder if  Dad saw her too.

 We spend the rest of  the day setting up camp and finding a place to hoist our kill. He uses his pocketknife to clean it. 
Since it’s my first, he insists I paint my face in its blood. Only then does he say, “Take the guts out to the river in the prairie 
and dump them. We don’t want bears sniffing us out.”

 “Perfect shot, Son,” Dad says. The edges of  his lips curl into the faintest smile. “Let’s set up camp back at the forest’s 
edge. We’ll be having caribou for dinner.”

 His finger pushes mine over the trigger. A deafening pow kicks me backwards, but Dad catches me. The birds in 
the forest all flutter out of  the foliage, and when I look back, I see an icy pair of  eyes staring back at me—Mom’s eyes. Her 
breath rises in a billowing cloud. Before I can react, Dad pulls me into the prairie. The buck staggers through the field, trying 
to run. The herd stampedes westward, leaving him behind. When we find his corpse, it’s still warm, leaking blood from the 
shoulder.

 “You take the shot. See the one on the end? The stag?” 
 I aim my rifle and peer through the scope. “Yes sir.” 
 He doesn’t graze. He paces along the edge of  the herd, dipping his head occasionally as if  he were giving some cor-
dial bow. Dad guides my hands and steadies my shoulders. His finger presses over mine, resting above the trigger. My vision 
focuses, and I watch the buck take his last few breaths of  life through my scope. They rise and melt into the fading aurora. 
 “Now,” Dad whispers. 

 Dad stops abruptly and kneels. The lower half  of  his body becomes obscured by grass. I kneel beside him and try to 
track his gaze. The herd grazes not far from us in the prairie. In the chilly morning, the puffs of  their breaths move upward 
like rising steam from a lake.

 The sun rises at the angle of  an ascending airplane, casting odd rays across the forest as we walk across its edge. Dad 
keeps his eyes on the prairie. I keep glancing into the woods expecting to see something I don’t want to. Birds and crickets 
are all I hear. I see no movement.

 I don’t complain and I don’t question. I do what he says and follow him out of  the tent. The rare night sky shimmers 
with emerald and red rivers of  fire. The aurora. It’s nothing new, but it never gets old. I think of  the winter months, of  the 
endless nights by the fire, of  the dense white blanket coating the quiet world, of  the fickle promise of  spring, of  Mom. Dad 
nudges me out of  my trance. We pack our things and begin our hunt.

 “Get dressed.”

 I start with a sharp inhale. He leans over me in the cramped tent, fastening the strap of  his rifle across his chest. A 
choir of  crickets fills the forest, and I notice that it’s dark outside. He unzips the tent, and through the trees, I catch a glimpse 
of  the stars. “Good morning,” I groan, sitting up.
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Mist in the Foothills // Raymond Crenshaw
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When I am dead & buried, do not remember
the bull-whipped woman with bitten nails & frayed hair,
whose last breath was not an exhale but
some choked-on worry pushing its way through collapsing lungs.
Instead, remember the girl—
running on thin legs & scraped, bug-bitten knees,
arms flailing like flags at full-mast,
letting out a battle cry, pelting boys with bricks of  mulch
flecked with her own blood.
Girl who brewed spells of  red mud & tap water, who told 
horror stories to the violets, who was 
never the baby, never the protected, always the aggressor. 
Where did she run off  to? Dead 
Since 7, now joined in the ground by a strange woman 
in a white dress she would not recognize as anything but a web of
chains.

A Pessimist’s Notes on “Brute Strength” by Emily Skaja
Lindsay Duffy

18

Martyr of  Valor // MacKenzie May



Gene McCoy
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Village of  Lost Children

       21

house on fire
            smoke

                                                                     rising into the air 
                                        on wings of  burning vultures

and they fell
 

        one
         by

 one, 

like rose petals from God

                                               as I danced in the ashes of  my Ancestors

Here’s to the rats with long hair 
That puff  up when angry 
And flatten when scared 

Here’s to the rats scurrying nails
Who click on the floor 
And scratch the baseboards 

Thanks to the rats
Thank you, Templeton’s, 
Who entertain and and know tricks 

But no thanks to the fleas 
Who sit on the back of  the brown rat
Whispering winter in their ears

Ode to the Warf  Rats
Alyssa Childers

A Red Panda’s Favorite Snack // Emily Hadden
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Black Root
Khanaja Scott

Nappy and kinky and
thick and rough 
A forest, a battle, an 
opponent so tough that
We use chemical warfare to tame:
Rancid, pungent,
malevolent white stuff

We blame her if  she withers
Kill her if  she is to refuse
‘Cause no matter how much
we try, she does not 
behave as she is supposed to
- so we replace her, ironically 
with what our ancestors grew
Or perhaps give her an implant 
of  which she is allergic to
She is the inside, the bud
they don’t want to bloom

So they fill her lungs with poison
Burn her skin with fire
It breaks her heart and she 
wishes she could scream 

Why am I hated 
Why am I made
weak when I am 
by far, the most strong?

I am no witch 
No wicked cast spell
upon you

You praise me on the head
of  a doll and your Jew
But I rest atop you and
you treat me as a worrisome
weed and pull me from my
root

Corpi // Alexis Rogers

My sister once told me
that my hair was like wool
The same fabric that grew
from the skull of  our beloved,
holy Jew. Son of  God, 
Father in hue

Upright, my roots
Down my back if  
abused - the only time 
anyone ever sees
within me: beauty



Blackbird

Asa Daniels
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Owl // Courtney Salmon

 I heard the blackbird sing.
	 It	was	the	mellow	song	of 	a	slow	midsummer’s	day,	the	flowers	living	eternal	under	the	sun.	The	park	lawn	felt	so		 	
damn	empty	without	her	there.
	 The	sky	was	a	deep	ocean	blue,	the	waves	of 	time	forever	riding	upon	it	as	the	wind	upon	a	field	of 	grass.	The		 	
grass that I sat on.
	 It	was	hot	and	sultry,	sweat	sticking	to	my	forehead,	which	was	pounding	with	a	headache	as	I	gripped	the	last		 	
book	in	my	hand,	the	black	leather	of 	its	cover	scorching	my	palm.
	 I	winced	as	I	turned,	the	sun	blinding	my	sight.	I	felt	a	breeze	suddenly	uptake,	coming	from	the	east.

 “I want to hear the blackbird sing,” she says to me, as we lay in bed.
 “It’s too early,” I mutter.
	 “The	sun	is	out.	It’s	been	out.”
	 She	rises	and	pushes	back	the	curtains;	with	light	flooding	in,	I	rub	my	eyes.
	 “We	haven’t	been	out	in	ages,”	she	says.
	 “We’ve	been	busy,”	I	bring	a	hand	out,	beckoning	her.
	 “You	can	be	very	boring	sometimes,”	she	takes	my	hand.
 “And other times?”
	 “The	most	annoying	thing	in	the	world,”	she	sneers	into	my	ear.
 I cradle her head and kiss her cheek.
 “What did I do before I met you?”
	 “You	sat	at	the	park	alone,	just	as	when	we	met.”
	 “You	only	came	because	you	wanted	to	water	the	flowers.”
 “I only stayed because of  you.”
	 We’re	holding	hands	while	walking	down	the	path	to	the	back	of 	the	lawn.	There	are	jasmines,	roses,	lilies,	and	
lavender	planted	and	potted	across	the	area.	With	the	early	noon	of 	spring	in	our	minds,	we	stroll	over	and	sit	on	an	island	
of 	grass.	The	benches,	the	trees	scattered	about,	the	other	park-goers	–	we	couldn’t	care	any	less	of 	them.	As	in	the	gates	
of  Eden, there are only two.
	 “Have	you	talked	to	a	trainer	about	exercise?”	she	asks	me.
	 “No,”	I	switch	one	hand	for	another	to	lean	on,	“uh,	no,	I	haven’t	yet.”
	 “Have	you	even	scheduled	something?”	she	insists.
 “No,” I admit freely.
	 “Why	not?”	she	traces	the	veins	in	my	hand.
 “I don’t want to.”
	 “What	about	your	heart	problems?”
	 “I	know.	I	just,	I	can	do	exercise	by	myself,	here.”
	 “We’ve	lived	here	for	five	years.	You’ve	yet	to	do	anything	except	walk.”
	 I	shrug	and	sit	up.	“I	know.” 
	 She	puts	her	head	on	my	shoulder.
	 We	look	about	at	the	world	around	us,	the	plants	beautiful	and	youthful	in	their	little	abodes,	little	castles	of 	nes-
tled comfort and ease, the calm sounds of  the blackbird singing.
	 “Did	the	doctor	say	anything	about	your	lungs,	on	the	phone?”	I	ask,	turning	to	look	at	her.
	 “They’re	alright,”	she	faces	me. 
	 “Are	your	lungs	–	how	do	they	feel?	Can	you	breathe	alright?”
	 “It’s	okay	most	of 	the	time.	Gets	a	little	difficult	at	night,	sometimes,	or	when	I’m	gardening	here,	or	exercising	–	
well,	you’ve	heard	it.”
 “But you feel alright?”
 “Yeah, most of  the time… yeah.” She takes hold of  my hand and kisses it.
	 Some	time	passes	before	she	looks	at	me,	with	that	sly	smile	which	I	fell	in	love	with.
 “What do you say, we try and make a child together?”

	 The	baby	will	hear	the	blackbird	sing.	It	will	come	to	the	world	in	the	frosty	end	of 	the	year,	a	child	onto	the	
convolutions	of 	pasts	left	behind	and	hurts	left	to	bitterly	scab.	It	shall	see	all	there	is	to	see	at	home	and	learn	all	the	rules	
there	are	on	how	one	lives	and	how	one	plays	and	how	one	shows	love.	It	will	come	to	understand	that	there	are	many	
things	and	many	people	in	the	world	–	that	there	is	living	and	then	there	is	dreaming.	It	will	fear	things,	hate	others,	and	
fall	in	love,	time	and	time	again.	It	will	know	peace	and	yet	seek	it	out	with	a	fever;	it	will	kiss	and	embrace	without	know-
ing	anything	else	and	even	when	knowing	all	other	things,	it	will	still	seek	love.	The	baby	will	hold	the	black	book,	the	last	
book	of 	all	books	in	the	world,	for	in	the	end	there	shall	be	no	other	books	except	It,	to	explain	to	some	passerby	the	world	
that	existed	ten	thousand	years	before	and	the	world	that	shall	exist	ten	thousand	years	after,	all	things	not	in	a	cycle	but	
in	a	motion,	forevermore,	nothing	ceasing	and	nothing	ending	until	all	things	are	eternal;	except,	all	things	are	eternal.	
So,	The	End	seems	to	be	nothing	really	at	all,	for	The	End	is	already	here,	nothing	to	dream	of 	and	nothing	to	fear	–	but	
there	is	no	other	thing	for	a	human	to	do,	for	the	baby	to	do,	except	to	dream	and	fear,	for	there	is	nothing	worth	it	all	
except	everything,	even	if 	all	of 	that	is	nothing.	It	will	do	things	unprecedented	and	it	will	shy	away	from	risks;	it	will	laugh	
and	it	will	cry;	it	will	live,	but	the	baby’s	mother	will	die.

	 I	heard	the	blackbird	sing.	It	was	a	happy	little	tune,	at	that	time,	as	I	watered	the	flowers.	The	child	had	since	
moved	away;	I	think	they	went	out	for	a	night	on	the	town,	or	else	were	busy	working,	or	else	lying	about	their	house.
	 The	summer	heat	had	soaked	my	shirt	and	by	night	I	had	only	the	book	to	read.	I	came	under	the	trance	again,	
the mellow sound of  the blackbird singing, as the light slowly went below the horizon.
	 “There	is	tomorrow	until	there	is	eternity,”	she	always	told	me.	“So,	no	reason	to	be	sad	all	the	time,	if 	you	don’t	
know what eternity feels like.”
 “What do you think it feels like?” I had asked, while I stroked her hair.
 “Hm… maybe the wind, or something like that.”
 Yeah, that’s what she told me. Maybe I’ll know for sure, someday.
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Hotel Congress / / Katrina Bobson

Elegy of  the Bereaved

Noah Isherwood

In	the	terrifying	absolutism	of 	worn	grey	carpets	
and	LifeSaver	mints,	
gatekeepers	of 	loss,	white	pillars	and	pews,
I	reflect.

I see age in the aged at once
and realize whose tears force my own.
Surrounded	by	slowing	and	silver-headed
I	bathe	in	acceptance	of 	serial	bereavement.	

Condolence	unasked-for,	paid	in	tears,
strangers’	sympathy	cane	sugar	thick
constitutes theft of  grief  through
overtures	of 	faith	from	those	unknown.	

Family faces unfamiliar to me
mark cares and cares not  
of 	the	departed,
filial	fires	subjugated	to	whims	of 	nostalgia.

I listen to memories not mine
I hear of  faith and charity
and wonder: 
Where is reality?

Enraged at erasure and how
“absent from the body”
buys absolution from nuance 
and	forfeiture	of 	responsibility.	

Last of  the Greatest Generation, 
first	of 	manufactured	aristocracy.
Dignified	in	her	disdain
slow to change.

Ninety minutes for ninety years,
highlights	chosen	by	the	Favored.
Complex,	noxious,	personal	grief
conscripted	to	generality.

Celebration	of 	life,	the	celebrants	
those	who	were	perfect.
The	absent	grieve	alone
for alone they suffered her. 

Hymn, eulogy, eternity, 
benediction to bless who remains.
Shuffling	out,	mourners	fast	forgetting,
eager	to	celebrate	the	Next.
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Conversations Outside the Hawthorne Hotel
Brayden Kimbrough

      29

Nearing Isolation  // Timothy Rewis

I turned to you, intent on asking 
“When	will	we	know	perfect	truth?”
You looked at me 
With	purple	eyes	radiating	Dayglo
Scintillating	stains	on	your	fingernails
And	in	your	hushed	voice	told	me
“We’ve	already	got	it…”

The	voluptuous	lust	of 	the	lullaby	coma
Intent on fellating the dangerous few 
Stardust	of 	Saturn	piling	on	in	my	headspace
Kindred	complacency	I	got	from	you

I	turned	to	myself,	with	knives	as	my	fingers
Almost	poised	to	penetrate	the	radius	of 	information
And for a handful of  seconds,
My blood felt like cream rising to the surface 
Oh, what a wonderful feeling
Could	you	ever	imagine?
The	stench	of 	Orion	or	Aldous	in	my	hair
Cut	it	all	off
I	am	built	to	self-destruct	in	front	of 	Heavenly	Bodies
And I will do as I am told
How come no one wants to tell me what to do?

Tumultuous	love	pumped	inside	orange	capsules
Delicate	relicts	from	selective	assholes
Midnights	of 	moaning	and	more	on	display
Prophets	of 	sophists	talk	“word	of 	the	day”

I	turned	to	the	temple	of 	sweat,	spit,	and	something
Just	to	find	an	exit	sign	with	busted	lights
I	chuckle,	the	hairs	sticking	up	on	my	arm
The	joy	of 	a	road	with	an	end	goal	of 	harm
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Coming Undone

Avielle Hippolyte
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Hecate / / Emma Powers

A little girl lives inside me / she has frizzy hair and crooked teeth / Her favorite color is red / and she can’t pronounce her 
R’s right / She knows the world is not bad / it is just bigger than her/ and with ease she finds space within it / She cries 
in front of  other people and truly believes / that when they stare at her / it’s because they care / The little girl that lives 
inside me / is trusting / She hugs with her palms open and smiles at / strangers in their car when they / drive by / Every 
night she goes to bed by herself  / so she can feel big / And every night she sneaks / into her grandmother’s bed / She 
goes to sleep to the sound of  Peter Pan teaching her how / to never grow up / She takes things for granted because / she 
can / Everyone lets her too / Sometimes / when everyone is asleep /  we ask each other questions / I reach for her little 
hand and she reaches for mine / I ask her how she shines so bright / like fire in my hands / She asks me how I got so good 
at hiding / In her I hide / just for a little while / Just long enough to remind myself  / that I was good / And she never / 
pushes me away /Everyday I try to make more / room for her /  Let her spread out /until / her hands and feet are just 
under / the surface of  mine / This way / she can take control and I can rest myself  until I am / truly awake.

Lately / the little girl inside / has disappeared  / When I come home and unload myself  onto my bedroom floor / I sift 
through my pieces / my brain / a sickly pink sponge / my heart / so small I lose it in between the carpet fibers / I try to 
find her here / I know this was the last place I left her / in the blood somewhere / But when I reach for her / she does 
not reach back / I am afraid I have driven away / my last touch of  child-love / I refuse to let my youth leave me / alone /
so until the little girl stops her game of  hide and seek / I build myself  a nest / out of  fairytale books and the dead skin my 
grandmother left behind in her old bed / to make a place where I can soothe myself  / trick myself  / into dreaming / of  
a place far far away / where the little girl and I play together under a yellow sun / In the morning / the cold of  a mean 
Autumn / bites my toes / until I wake / and in that moment / when I realize that my imagination has betrayed me again 
/ that I am not playing in a field / I pry out my brain / the sickly pink sponge / and smash it under my pillow.
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ABOUT US
Ramifications is a 32-page arts and literary magazine. We 
showcase student talent through our publication and strive 

to reflect the Berry community through our selections. 
We have been publishing our magazine for over 50 years, 
including genres such as poetry, fiction, non-fiction, essays, 
musical compositions, drama, and all types of  visual art.

All submissions are compiled into one anonymous word 
document and given to staff  members to vote on. Staff  

will vote on a scale of  1 to 5 and submit their scores to the 
Editor-in-Chief. From there, the Editor-in-Chief  tallies 

the votes and presents them to the staff  during a selection 
meeting. The highest voted pieces are discussed and final 

selections are made. 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 'S NOTE

 After two years working as a volunteer for 
Ramifications, I was both excited and anxious to take the 
helm as editor-in-chief. From the first Ramifications meeting 
I went to, I remember that it was the community that I liked 
the most. It was a small bundle of  people who came together 
to publish Berry College’s various forms of  expression – art, 
poems, prose, and music – into a magazine that everyone 
could enjoy.
 And now, as editor-in-chief, I’ve realized a lot of  
things. I realized how much work goes on behind the scenes. 
There are numerous emails, calls, meetings, drafts, and 
panic-modes that happen which don’t end up being seen on 
the page. I’ve realized that the role of  leadership is a complex 
one, where you have to consider the abilities of  not only your 
staff, but also yourself. You have to be aware of  time and the 
various other commitments that students at Berry may have. 
Not to mention, production day has a plethora of  little things 
that come up all of  a sudden that need to be fixed before you 
send the magazine to the printer.
 Yet, through all of  that, I realized another thing: 
community remains. Through selection night, the production 
days, and Ram Slam, everyone on the team has worked hard 
to help bring this magazine to life. I give thanks to my staffers 
and volunteers who have come together to help make this fall 
issue an amazing experience of  creation. And I give thanks as 
well to everyone who submitted, for showing that Berry is full 
of  creative expression, no matter how much work we all have 
to do.
 Thank you for reading and I hope you enjoy!

Asa Daniels
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